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Related song

“Just Me and My Shadow”

3 Sandra Nagel, White Lake, MI

Talking About Fears
Materials

Brave Martha by Margot Apple
Props from the story, such as an umbrella, a fur hat, a stuffed animal with horns, 

a stuffed animal cat, and a blanket

What to do

1. Read Brave Martha to the children. In this book, Martha’s cat Sophie checks
all of the spooky places in the bedroom each night before Martha goes to
sleep. One night Sophie is missing, and Martha imagines that all sorts of
creepy things are in her room. She confronts and conquers these fears, and in
the end, Sophie returns and they both go to sleep.

2. Discuss the story with the children. Who was making all of the noises that
Martha heard? Where was Sophie?

3. Encourage the children to talk about their fears and relate stories of times that
they were afraid.

4. Place props in the Dramatic Play Area so the children can act out the story.

3 Barbara Backer, Charleston, SC

Reading Signs and Symbols
Materials

I Read Symbols by Tana Hoban

What to do

1. When walking in the city, or when riding in cars and on the bus, children see
many road signs and other informational signs. This book has photographs of
many of these signs as well as an information guide to the symbols.
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2. Show this wordless book to the children.
3. Ask them to identify several of the most familiar signs, such as symbols for

restrooms, “walk,” or a school zone.
4. Ask the children if they can tell you some symbols they see when they are not

in school. Help them find the symbols in the book.
5. Each time you show them the book, teach them the identity of another

symbol.
6. Leave the book where children can enjoy it during reading time and choice

time.

More to do

Blocks: Scan or photocopy the signs at the back of the book and cut them out.
Glue each sign to a craft stick. Put the signs and a roll of masking tape in the
Block Area. Children can tape them to the sides of blocks as they play.

Original song 

I Can Read a Sign (Tune: “Farmer in the Dell”)
I can read a sign.
I can read a sign.
“Stop” and “Go” and “Please Go Slow”
I can read a sign.

I can read a sign.
I can read a sign.
“Women,” “Men,” and “No Smoking”
I can read a sign.

3 Barbara Backer, Charleston, SC
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